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SANS Live Online: Interactive Cybersecurity
Training Delivered Online from Anywhere
SANS is committed to delivering high-quality cybersecurity
training so you can keep your skills sharp and stay ahead
of cyber threats. Join us for interactive training during
SANS DFIRCON Spring 2021 – Live Online (EDT), and receive
relevant, applicable training from wherever you are.

“The materials and instructors are
excellent and the content is relevant
to current security operations in any
industry. The combination of labs
and NetWars provides hands-on
experience that really helps to
understand the content.”
— Jerry Bunn, Digital Realty

Benefits of Live Online:

• Interactive, live-stream courses taught by real-world practitioners
• Real-time support from virtual TAs
• Dedicated chat channels for networking
• Online CTF events and virtual NetWars
• Hands-on labs in a virtual environment
• Courses include electronic and printed books
• Several courses align with GIAC certifications
• Archive of course lectures uploaded to your account daily during the event
• Four months of access to your course lectures so you can revisit the recordings

Enhance your training
experience. Add a GIAC
Certification attempt
and OnDemand Bundle
to your course.

Distinguish yourself as an information security leader
and get certified with GIAC Certifications. giac.org

Follow @SANSInstitute on Twitter!
Join the conversation #DFIRCON

Extend your training experience with an OnDemand
Bundle. Receive four months of supplemental online
review and 24/7 online access to your course lectures,
materials, quizzes, and labs. sans.org/ondemand/bundles

Course offerings are subject
to change. Please see
sans.org/dfircon-spring-2021-live-online
for up-to-date agenda.
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Event Course List
FOR498 Battlefield Forensics & Data Acquisition

GBFA Battlefield Forensics and Acquisition

FOR500 Windows Forensic Analysis

GCFE

Forensic Examiner

FOR508 Advanced Incident Response, Threat Hunting & Digital Forensics

GCFA

Forensic Analyst

FOR518 Mac and iOS Forensic Analysis and Incident Response
FOR572	
Advanced Network Forensics: Threat Hunting, Analysis & Incident Response

GNFA Network Forensic Analyst

FOR578 Cyber Threat Intelligence

GCTI

FOR585 Smartphone Forensic Analysis In-Depth

GASF Advanced Smartphone Forensics

FOR610 Reverse-Engineering Malware: Malware Analysis Tools and Techniques

GREM Reverse Engineering Malware

Cyber Threat Intelligence

	DFIR NetWars Tournament
(FREE with any 5- or 6-Day SANS Course Registration)
For an up-to-date course list, please check the website at sans.org/event/dfircon-spring-2021-live-online/schedule

“The knowledge and skills I learned at DFIRCON can be applied directly to what I do at my
organization. This helps me be more effective and a more valuable member of my team.”
– Jay Orellana, Beall’s, Inc.

“Live Online is an excellent platform. It runs smoothly and is easy to navigate! Honestly,
the delivery platform is outstanding and makes learning remotely so much easier.”
– Basil Alghamdi, National Commercial Bank – AlahliNCB

“As a multi-skilled security engineer, I have always wanted to take the FOR500 course.
For me, this is akin to a wish come true and I also have the great privilege of learning
from one the best training providers and instructors in the industry.”
– Remi Akintonde, Unum

